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'0 ccupational multiplicity"
refers to a situation in
which a person who is

already gainfully employed takes
on an additional job. The worker
earns extra money after hours from
his regular job ("moonlighting') or

'becomes a 'Jack of all trades" who
is available on call for various odd
jobs-today a carpenter, tomorrow
someone to tune up a car engine
or repair a simple household
appliance. Because occupational
patterns of this type imply a turning
away from the sort of full-fledged
economic specialization empha
sized in such classic treatises as
Durkheim's (1964, originally
published in 1893) The Division of
La bor in Society, labor force
analyses have tended to igno re
them completely or to view them
as being inherently antidevelop
mental in nature. Multiple job-

holdirig is, however, not at all
uncommon in the more developed
world; nor is it necessarily confined

. to the poorer classes. Statistics
show, for example, that large
numbers ofagriculturists in Europe,
Japan and the United States hold
off-farm jobs (Sanders, 19~7, pp. 77
79; Barlett, 1986). Indeed, part-time
farming may be viewed as a
"regular feature of almost all
farming societies" (Barlett, 1986, p.
289). Furthermore, there is

,'evidence to link such patterns to
higher living standards, at least
among the farm populace of
industrialized societies (e.g.
Deseran, Falk and Jenkins, 1984).

This paper represents an
attempt to review some studies
which have touched upon the issue
of occupational multiplicity, with a
view towards classifying the variant
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patterns which are subsumed under
this general concept, commenting
upon the functions and dys
functions associated with multiple
job holding, and identifying the
ecological, social, and economic
conditions which give rise to this
type of behavior. My interest is
chiefly in occupational multiplicity
as it exists within the rural Third
World context, particularly as
revealed by studies which have
been conducted in the Philippines.
This concern is an appropriate one
s;ince much less attention has been
given to the topic in the less
developed countries than in the
United States or Europe, where a
fair amount of research has already
been conducted on part-time
farmers and multiple job holders
(e.g. Barlett, 1986; Bryant, Dudley,
Shoemaker and Shifflett, 1985).

In addition to codifying the
work which has already been
conducted on this topic, the present
study may also help to clarify some
of the conceptual problems arising
with regard to employment and
economic development in the Third
World setting. Vlassoffs (1988)
discussion of this topic, for
example, begins by stressing the
inherently developmental nature of
"economic diversification," arguing
that this process has been tied
historically to the emergence of
newer cropping technologies' and
the diffusion of certain urban-based
amenities and infrastructures to the
countryside. Subsequendy, how-

ever, this same author appears to
take a somewhat contradictory
stand by noting that economic
diversification is most widespread
in those locales characterized by
"fewer economic options' (i.e .
greater poverty).

Vlassoff appears to be
describing different types of
economic adaptation, thereby
implying that two separate concepts
are needed, rather than the single
term, "economic diversification".
The first of these two patterns is
the we ll-kn ow n sociological
concept of the division of labor.
This may be measured at the level
of entire social systems, such as
communities, regions, or nation
states. In a rural setting, this sort of
economic diversification is
generally associated with the
growth of non-farm employment,
often as linked to other develop
mental trends such as the spread
ofmodern technology and a market
economy. A second type of diver
sification, 'however, takes place at
the individual (or household) level.
This pattern is better termed as
occupational multiplicity and will
be the chiefconcern of the present
paper. In general, aggregate-level
diversification need not show any
positive empirical relationship to
individual or household-level
occupational multiplicity. Indeed,
impoverished regions characterized
by a poorly developed division of
labor may be populated by large
numbers of individuals who earn
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their income from various sources.

A more general concept still is
that of multiple sustenance
activities. This phenomenon may be
manifested in a number of ways,
only one of which falls under the
rubric of occupational multiplicity.
This is demonstrated in Figure 1,
in which a typology of multiple
sustenance activities is outlined by
cross-classifying the number of
occupational roles held by an
individual actor ·with his or her
patterns of geographic mobility.
Consider, for example, the case of
nomadic pastoralists. These follow
a sort of occupational multiplicity
insofar .as they continually move on
to exploit new sources of
sustenance (i.e , new rangelands)
even. though the particular
economic activity which they carry
out remains relatively unchanged
throughout the course of anyone
year.

Four occupational types thus
emerge from this classification. The

first is the specialized job-holder
in the classic sense -one full-time
occupation as carried out in one
geographic setting. The second
type-"occupational nomads"
continue to perform the same
economic role, but they do so
while moving spatially from one
place to another. In many
instances the route to be followed
will be circular in nature.
Ex amp 1e sin cl u den 0 ton 1y
pastoralists but also travelling
salesmen and shifting cultivators.
What occurs in these cases is that
the person or group in question
exploits to the point of dimi
nishing -returns some renewable
environmental resource (grasslands,
fertile soil), thereby necessitating
further movement to a new locale
in w h ich simi1arb utas yet
·upexploited resources may be
found. Mer some time has passed
and the life-sustaining resource
found in the original locale has been
restored somewhat, the option of
returning there is again presented to
the occupational nornad.!
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Figure 1. Typology of multiple sustenance activities

Residen tial/Mobility
Pattern

Number of gainful occupations
One Two or More
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A third type which emerges
from the four-fold classification
found in Figure 1 represents those
persons who stay more-or-Iess
permanently in a single place, but
who hold two or more occupations
therein. This is occupational
multiplicity in the pure sense .

A final category consists of
"circulators". This group exercises
both geographic and occupational
mobility, as exemplified by the case
ofa Third World farmer, whd works
temporarily in the urban informal
sector during periods when there,
is little opportunity for agricultural
.employment.

While the emergence of full
time specialists, "nomads" and
circulators all represent theo
retically rich topics, spatial
constraints do not allow for further
analysis of these sustenance types
within the scope of this paper.
Fortunately enough, increasing
attention is now being accorded to
at least one of these types--namely,
the case of circular migrants from
the IDC (less developed country)
context (e.g. Goldstein, 1978;
Stretton 1981).

Types of occupational multiplicity

Occupational multiplicity
appears to be a relatively wide
spread phenomenon in the Third
World countryside. Not all survey
studies held in this setting bother
to ask abou t se condary o ccu-

pations, but when this is done it is
common to find one-third or more
of rural household heads to be
holding more than one job
(Hackenberg, 1988; Madigan, 1988).
Furthermore, the proportion of
agriculturalists engaged in this form'
of behavior becomes even higher
when economic activitie s are
defined more broadly. In the
Central Luzon village of Bukiran,
for example, Kerkvliet found that
very few households were able to
rely entirely upon the meager
returns which farming offers:

Nearly all households are
peasants in a broad sense of
the term: 'rural cultivators .of
low economic and political
status'. But they do not
constitu te a socioeconomic
class in either livelihood or
living standard terms. Less
than 10 percent rely
principally on cultivating. The
others include landholders
and non-landholders who,
besides planting, plowing,
harvesting, or doing other
agricultural work, also forage,
buy-and-sell, hire out as
laborers, raise and sell pigs,
or in other ways earn cash
and rice.

During the last two or three
decades classes within the
peasantry became more nu
rne ro us. Elderly villagers'
remarks point to this. One
man, for instance, observed:
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'You can't just farm any
more ... in order to support
your family; you must also
have a job.' (Kerkvliet, 1980,
p.36).

Indeed, longitudinal data from
the Philippines show a clear trend
towards increase doff-farm
employment, for supplementary
income-gene ra ting purp ose s,
among both farm owners and
tenants (e.g. Pal and Polson, 1973).
Data from the Philippine Census of
Agriculture show the same pattern.
In Northern Mindanao, for example,
the percentage of farmers who were
also employed in nonagricultural
jobs rose from only 17.7 percent in
1970 to 59.9 percent a mere ten
years later (Costello, 1986, Table
6.4; also see Castillo, 1993, p. 18
for similar findings for the country
as a whole). As hinted at by
Kervkliet's above-cited analysis,
these patterns may well be linked
to corresponding declines in
average farm sizes which occurred
during the same period (e.g.
Costello, 1986; Hayami, et.al., 1989).

Time allocation studies show
much the same pattern. When

.asked specifically about the various
types of "market" and "home"
production that they engage in,
Third World villagers typically give
a wide variety of responses. A time
allocation analysis by Evenson,
Popkin and Quizon (1980), for
example, used a coding scheme for
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".productive actrvitre s which was
based upon 27 major categories."
Most rural households were found
to engage in a large number of
these' activities. As such, Benjamin
White has argued that the idea of
high levels of "unemployment" in
the IDCs is basically a myth. Far
more typical are those households
with "a lot ofwork to do with very
low returns" (White, 1980, p. 22).
For the most part, agricultural work
pays little but the earnings from
subsidiary sustenance activities are
lower still, often amounting to only
a few pennies for a full day's work
(e.g. Nag, White and Peet, 1980,
Maquiso, 1985).

In his review of developmental
changes found throughout eastern
Asia, Gavin Jones (1983, pp. 26-27)
notes that rural-based patterns of
occupational multiplicity may be
found in both the Newly
Industrialized Countries and those
characterized by lower levels of
productivity and development:

"Developing Asian countries
are already copying the
Japanese pattern whereby
much of the rural workforce
is engaged in .b o th agri
cultural and nonagricultural
activities. In Japan, Taiwan,
and the Republic of Korea,
off-farm incomes are about 60
percent, 50 percent, and 40
percent, respectively, of total
farm-family incomes ....
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Even in the poorer parts of
Asia such patterns are of
considerable importance. A
recent study ofKelantan, the
poorest state of Malaysia,
showed that 50 percent of the
income of the paddy farming
families was derived from off
farm activities .... In the state
of Karnataka in India, off
farm employment is becoming
increasingly important in
larger villages on main
roads .... In Bali,an extra
ordinary range of 'micro
economic niches' is used to
supplement the meager
income from tiny farms .v..;"

Occupational multiplicity is also
characteristic of particular
ecological settings (e .g , the
uplands) and time periods. When
sugar prices plummeted drama
tically on the world market, the
result was a severe economic
recession for Negros and Panay
islands in the Philippines. Not
surprisingly, occupational multi
plicity was commonly resorted to
in the se circumstance s as an
adaptive activity. Ardales, David,
Salas and Banas (1988, p. 2) thus
note that a local term ("remedio
general"-"all purpose remedy'')
was coined in these settings as a
means of describing the activities
of those who live on a day-to-day
basis, always searching for one or
another source of additional
employment.

These sorts of findings suggest
a generally inverse association
between the standard of living
found in an area and its overall
incidence of occupational multi
plicity. Such a conclusion, however,
should not be arrived at pre
maturely. For example, and as noted
earlier, rural settings in the more
industrialized world are also
characterized by widespread resort
to off-farm employment. Indeed,
some of the statistics which may be
found to support this conclusion
are really quite -strikirig: 55 percent
of the farmers in Germany are part
time agriculturists, 87 percent in
Japan and a full 92 percent in the
United States (Bartlett, 1986).
Longitudinal data in such societies
show a steady increase in off-farm
employment, so much so thatJones
(1983) sees this historical shift as
representing a major component of
what he terms the "rural
occupational transition." This
observer sees two major trends
increased commuting between rural
and urban areas and a centrifugal
drift of industry outward from the
major cities-as accounting for this
pattern, Also of interest is the fact
that similar trends are now
underway in such Pacific Rim
countries as Taiwan and South
Korea (jones, 1983; Kim, 1988).

Nor is it necessarily the case that
Third World occupational multi
plicity is limited exclusively to the
rural poor. For one thing, the
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strategy of taking on additional
economic activities is also found
among city dwellers, albeit on a
somewhat more lim-ited scale (e.g.
Costello and Palabrica-Costello,
1985. pp. li5-116). Furthermore,
occupational multiplicity is by no
means uncommon among members
of the middle and upper classes.
Rural-base d agriculturists, for
example, may decide to directly
involve themselves in the .marketing .
of their crops by personally selling
them in nearby cities: One survey
of produce vendors in the Chinese
town ofJinan found nearly half of
these persons to be farmers who
were selling their own crops
(Goldstein and Goldstein, 1985).
Interestingly enough, this type of
marketing strategy has been viewed
as a viable strategy for raising the
incomes of Southeast Asian farmers
(e.g.' Olofson, 1981;. Costello and
Palabrica-Costello,1985).

In yet other cases, prosperous
rural businessmen and p rofe s
sionals buy up farmland for
speculative or cash cropping
purposes, engage in usury, act as
"silent partners" in small businesses,
or in other ways seek out ways of
diversifying the productive uses of
their capital acquisitions. The same
rural village may thus be
characterized by similar levels
(though perhaps different types) of
occupational multiplicity among
both the poorest and richest
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members of the community. As
Kerkvliet (1980, p. 33) has noted,

"only 14.percent·of the
households (in Bukiran) rely
on only one occupation. The
others, from the poorest to
the wealthiest, have two or
more ways of earning food
and money. The poorest do
this in order to get by day-to
day, week-to-week. The
wealthy, on the other hand,
are diversifying their wealth
in order to multiply it."

We may therefore speak of at least
three major types of occupational
multiplicity. In line with Clifford
Geertz's(1963) well-known
portrayal of the process of
agricultural involution in central
Indonesia, the first of these may be
termed involutionary multiplicity.
The emphasis here is upon sheer
subsistence, with poor rural
peasants engaging in an often.
desperate search to obtain
sustenance for themselves and their
families. When farm sizes are too
small to produce sufficient food or
cash, the,proprietors of such
enterprises must necessarily hire
themselves out as agricultural
laborers for at least some months
during the year or move temporarily
to the city in search ofemployment
Declining soil fertility, continued
population growth, the "urban bias"
in g o vernrn e n t p olicie s-all
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combine to push the small farmer
into an ever greater dependence
upon a variety of sustenance
activities.

The situation of Southeast Asia's
rapidly expanding landless class is,
of course, even more extreme. Not
only are members of this class
denied the prospect of harvesting
their own crops, they are also
generally unable to engage in the
gardening or livestock-raising
activities that small farmers and
tenants can use to supplement their

_incomes. As such, they are thrown
back upon whatever opportunities
they may have to obtain gainful
employment, whether this comes in
the form of an offer to work for
one of their neighbors or a
perceived right to exploit publicly
owned or commonly held lands,
such as forests and public water
ways:

"Aside from farm work in
season they live precariously,
hang kahig, hang iuka (one
scratch, one peck), by every
family-member taking on any
short-run income producing
activity available-as vendors
on buses, numbers runners in
the jueteng, by selling green
fodder to the buffalo owners,
by combing the water-courses
for fish, frogs, crabs and
snails, while the women hem
handkerchiefs, sew shirts, and
weave fishnets in the home
or go vending, on capital

borrowed daily and for tiny
profit margins, in the
marketplace, glean, and beg
from better-off neighbors. A
few landl es s laborers are
lucky enough to get relatively
steady jobs as drivers,
policemen, road workers and
the like, but they have to
compete for these with tenant
farmers who have better
education and more extensive
extra-village contacts" (Fegan,
1983, pAl).

Even these opportunities, poor
as they are, may well become less
readily available as the number of
persons living by such a hand-to
mouth existence continues to
increase. Deforestation, overfishing,
denial of access to commonly held
lands, strict enforcement of anti
squatting laws, the refusal of
harvesting rights to the general
public-all of these loom as an ever
increasing threat to the landless
poor.

The type of worker who must
resort to the involutionary type of
occu patio n al m ultip li ci ty will
generally be someone with little in
the way of skills, tools or extra
familial social contacts. As such,
financial returns - are almost
inevitably of the lowest order. The
work is carried out more from a
lack ofother economic options than
from any hope of really improving
one's lot in life .
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A second type of occupational
multiplicity may be termed adaptive
multiplicity. "Pull" factors-such as
the prospect of working in a rural
factory at hourly wage levels which
exceed those obtainable from
farming-playa more dominant
role in these cases. Of course, this
will not be possible in severely
depressed and isolated regions
where employment opportunities of
this sort are not available. Adaptive
multiplicity may therefore be
limited chiefly to those areas where
urbanization and industrialization
have begun to make inroads into
the traditional rural landscape.

It is also likely that several
individual or household-level
factors will be correlated with this
type of multiplicity. In general,
multiple job holders of the adaptive
type will probably be better
educated and possessed of some
financial capital, thereby holding
out the hope of upward economic
mobility. The farmer who sells his
produce in the city falls in this
category, as do many rural-urban
circulators (Ulack, Costello and
Palabrica-Costello,1985).

Adaptive multiplicity may be
hypothesized to increasingly come
to the fore as a society moves
toward higher levels of economic
productivity; it is this type of
multiplicity thatJones seems to have
in mind in his discussion of the
ru ral occupational transition.
Appropriate government policies
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which act to stimulate rural industry
and temporary mobility (circula
tion, commuting) may also help to
facilitate the transition from
involutionary to adaptive multi
plicity, even in cases where the
gross national product per capita
is still low .

A third type of occupational
multiplicity may be termed the
entrepreneurial type. This type of
activity will generally be limited,
almost by definition, to relatively
prosperous individuals, such as
businessmen and professionals.
Sharp business skills and consider
able capital are often a prerequisite
for, this sort of activity, although
lower-level white collar workers
(e.g. government functionaries)
may sometimes act in a similar
manner, albeit on a much smaller
scale. Lind speculation and usury
are two examples of entre
preneurial multiplicity which are
commonly found in the Third World
countryside. In other cases,
entrepreneurs may take up Green
Revolution-type agriculture
(involving large capital outlays and
a relatively high probability of
earning a substantial profit); invest
in farm machineries (for rent),
commercial vehicles, or rice/corn
mills; underwrite the capital needs
of a cadre of small-scale business
men; or put some of their money
into a town-based service industry
(e.g.. a private school or an agri
cultural supply store). Economic
returns from such enterprises will
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often be quite good and easily
hidden from government tax
collectors.!

To date, relatively little research
has been conducted on the topic
ofentrepreneurial multiplicity. This
is unfortunate since this concept is
likely to be related closely to several
key issues in rural development
e.g. landholding patterns. It may be
linked as well to the patterns of
involutionary multiplicity found
among the very poorest rural folk.
That is, to the extent that
landholdings are becoming
increasingly concentrated in the
hands of a ,small, and possibly
urban-based, elite, one result might
well be the onset of even greater
economic difficulties for those
tenants and small farmers who are
thereupon forced off the land (cf.
Hackenberg and Hackenberg, 1971,
pp. 11-12 for some illustrative
cases).

Some Correlates ofOccupational
Multiplicity

The various types of occupa
tional multiplicity appear to be
differently distributed in space,
according to local economic,
demographic and environmental
conditions. For itspart, involution
ary multiplicity is more commonly
found in the poorer countries than
in the industrialized world and,
within these, in the least developed
regions (e .g. Aramburu, 1988) .
Agriculturists attempting to eke out

a living in upland areas are
particularly likely to adopt this
economic strategy (e.g. Ganapin,
1983; Cruz, n.d.; Fujisaka, 1986).

, This is so for a number of reasons.
First, upland agriculture is rain-fed;
as such, no crops may be grown
during the dry season and some
other means of livelihood must be
arrived at. Secondly, upland areas
are generally poor, again implying
the' need to resort to the
subsistence-oriented involutionary
mode of multiple 'job-holding.
Finally, population densities are
generally lower in the uplands and
access to some publicly-held
resources (forests, mineral deposits,

'streams), may be somewhat easier.
The variety of alternative employ
ment patterns available in this
setting will therefore tend to be
somewhat wider,"

In line with the above
speculation, the more general
proposition may now be put forth

, that occupational multiplicity varies,
directly, with environmental
diversity. Agricultural communities,
which are located near forests, lakes,
and streams or the seacoast offer
more opportunities for part-time
work in fishing and foraging
activities (e .g. Cadelina, 1986;
Belsky and -Sieb e rt, 1983),
Historically, this factor has served
to provide a safety net for the poor,
est of the rural poor. At present,
though, various environmental
threats (deforestation, overfishing,
water pollution) are reducing
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accessibility to these ecological
niches.

Another source of environ
mental diversity can be found in the
case of those rural communities
which are located near to cities.
'Accessibility to the urban market
opens up various opportunities
for part-time employment, as
exemplified by rural-urban
circulators, farmers who travel to
the city to sell their produce, and
rural housewives who engage in
small-time "buy and sell" activities.

Viewed from the micro-level, a
number ofobservers have noted an
inverse relationship between
socioeconomic status and multiple
job holding (e.g. Aramburu, 1988;
Ardales, David, Salas and Banas,
1987; Kerkvliet and Sittitrai, 1979).
This pattern, no doubt, refers
largely to the involutionary type of
occupational multiplicity. Other
studies identify small farmers
(Samper, 1988; Anderson and
Leiserson, 1978), tenants (Madigan,
1988), and landless agricultural
workers (Veneracion, 198'5;
Anderson and Leiserson, 1978) with
this type of subsistence strategy. At
the same time. however, we must
again point out the apparent

. frequency with which the more
well-to-do·inhabitants of rural areas
are able to engage in those types
of "entrepreneurial" multiplicity by
which they diversify their already
steady sources of incorne.!
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One difficulty faced by the very
poorest rural groups lies in their
lack ofaccess to income-generating'
resources, including those needed
for a second source of subsistence.
Bouis and Haddad (1978, p. 116),
for example; note the "extremely
diverse" sources of income found
in their sample of Bukidnon
farmers, most "e sp e c ia ll y : for
households with access to land!'
Backyard gardening, livestock and
poultry raising, sari-sari store
ownership-all of these are beyond
the -eeach of the landless. The very
poorest households may also lack
the capital required to sponsor a
rural-urban circulator or the social
contacts needed to obtain employ- '
ment, even of a temporary variety.
"In order to obtain wage labor
outside the village," notes Gillian
Hart (1980, p. 195), "a laborer
generally has to establish a relation
ship with a supervisor...;" (also see
Stretton, 1981). It is therefore likely
that the highest rates of occupa
tional multiplicity, particularly those
ofa more adaptive variety, will not
be found among the very poorest
households.

Theoretical Issues

The analysis of occupational
multiplicity may be undertaken
within the framework provided by
at least three major sociological
"schools of thoughts": human
ecology, structural functionalism,
and conflict theory.
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Human ecology takes, as its
major focus, the adaptation of the
human community to its environ
ment (Hawley, 1950). A major
concern ofecological analysis deals
with the study of community-wide
patterns of sustenance organization
(Gibbs and Martin, 1959). As such,
this perspective should be
particularly relevant for investi
gating variations in multiple
sustenance activities.

A key focus of human ecology
relates to the human "ecosystem,"
a concept which is meant to direct
the investigator's attention to a
broader set of factors than those
which relate solely to the social
system (i.e , institutions, values,
e tc .}. Demographic factors,
technological inputs, and the social
and physical environments are
routinely included in those studies
which take the ecosystem as their
initial point of reference. Our initial
observations about the impact of
population growth upon involu
tionary forms of occupational
multiplicity (e.g. Anderson, 1972;
Fegan, 1983) fit readily within this
general framework. ~have also
seen how environmental diversity
might well serve to encourage
higher levels of occupational
multiplicity .

Technological factors, too, may
affect both circulation and
occupational multiplicity. Improved'
transportation linkages open up

possibilities for temporary mobility.
Rural electrification allows-for a

<,

greater movement of industry to the
coun try side, the re by making
possible what the Chinese call "half
worker/half peasant" households
(Goldstein, 1985, p. 67). The spread
of irrigation systems and high
yielding rice varieties throughout
Southeast Asia implies a diminished
reliance upon rain fed agriculture.
As such, planting and harvesting
activities can now be spread out
more evenly throughout the year,
a pattern which may in 'turn work
to reduce traditional, seasonally
based forms of circulation and
occupational multiplicity. (In some
cases, though, spread of HYVs
within lowland areas may bring
about new employment opportu
nities in this setting, thereby
encouraging temporary, off-farm
mobility from the up land s":""c f.
Kikuchi and Hayarni, 1983.)

As is the case with human
ecology, structural functionalism
tends to see increased occupational
multiplicity as a response to other
social changes. If the incidence of
multiple job holding has tended to
increase noticeably over time, this
perspective would argue that it
must be somehow adaptive to
prevailing conditions. For example,
involutionary-type sustenance
patterns do serve the function of
helping the very poorest farm
families to tide themselves over
until the next crop is harvested. An
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illustration of this pattern is found
in the study of rural economic
activities in Nueva Ecija province,
the Philippines (Kerkvliet and
Sittitrai, 1979). This analysis found
a significant and positive
relationship between occupational
multiplicity and income levels
among the very poorest category
of respondents to be interviewed,
although no relationship could be
found for the sample as a whole.

In societies where farm
generated incomes have stagnated
or declined over time, a general
movement towards multiple job
holding may well be expected.
Again, this pattern may have
functional overtones, as shown by
one analysis carried out in the Bicol
region (San Andres and Illo, 1978).
The authors of this study argue that
declines in farm-based income have
generated heightened levels of
occupational multiplicity adding
that, to date at least, these changes
in work and employment patterns
have helped to keep total
household incomes relatively stable'
during the period in question.

Patterns of occupational
multiplicity can also play an
important role in insuring that
incomes do not fall too far below
the minimum level which is
required to meet the most basic
subsistence needs of the family.
Farming, of course, cannot always
guarantee such an outcome,
especially in regions characterized
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by highly variant rainfall patterns.
Further attention might thus be
called to the, risk-minimization
functions of acquiring nonagri
cultural employment skills.f

Another function served by
occupational multiplicity, or at least
that of the adaptive variety, is to
foster rural-urban linkages and the
general process of social change in
the countryside. Irwin Sanders
(1977, p. 77) lists a number, of
changes associated with part-time
farming including a greater
emphasis upon cash incomes,
exposure to new political and
cultural ideas, changing concep-

, tions of self, and declines in the
strength of intracommunity ties and
social controls.

To this point we, have generally
assumed that occupational multi
plicity is associated inversely with
the societal-wide extension of the
division of labor. Where most
members of the labor force are
generalists, a relative dearth of
specialists would ap pe ar to be
implied. As Bryant, Dudley,
Shoemaker and Shifflett (1985)
point out, however, some types of
occupational multiplicity actually
serve the function ofextending the
division of labor found in rural
areas. Their logic may be sum
marized as follows. If occupational
specialization is limited by the
extent of the market, smaller towns
will necessarily have fewer
specialists since they do not contain
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enough customers or clients to
support full-time . physical
therapists, real estate agents,
barbers, and, the like. To the extent
that such specialists are able to
partially support themselves from
farming (or some other subsidiary
occupation), however, they may
con tin ue to exe rcise the ir mo re
specialized calling in such settings,
albeit on only a part-time basis. As
such, the division oflabor found at
the community level is extended
somewhat, thereby benefiting the
group as a whole.

Po ssibledy sfu n c ti 0 n s 0 f
occupational multiplicity might also
be mentioned at this point. Amajor
concern in this regard is the
increased pressure which is brought
to bear upon the natural environ
ment by poor and landless rural
workers as they seek to find for
themselves some meager means of
subsistence from the forests,
streams or upland areas which are
still accessible to their village.
Garrett Hardin (1968) has termed
the symptoms of environmental
overload which result from such
patterns as the "tragedy of the
commons." Examples include
overgrazing and the harvesting of
fuelwood from publicly-owned
lands. Policies to effectively regulate
such activities are clearly needed
in many areas of the Third Wodd
countryside. Unfortunately, their
adverse economic effects can be
expected to fall most harshly upon
those households which are already

experiencing the greatest difficulty
in meeting their subsistence needs.

The social conflict model is a
third perspective which ma~ be
used for addressing the question of
occupational multiplicity. According
to this perspective, social and
cultural changes are to be viewed
more as the ou tcome 0 f compe titive
relations between various status
groups than as an "adju stme'n t"
which has developed over time for
the common good.

Viewed from this standpoint,
occupational multiplicity becomes
a lifestyle which has been unfairly
imposed upon the rural poor by the
combined influence ofunhampered
market forces and in e q uitab'le
government policies. As Randolf
David (1979, p. 51) has observed,
the various "coping stra tegie s"
utilized by lower status households
(among which we may list the \nee'd
to find additional source's of
employment) "are not adaptive

I

behaviors-s-they are what the poor
are mercilessly driven to do."

The resort to subsidiary job
holding has also been cited by some
observers as functioning" to
undermine prospects for a class ..
based political movement, whether
of a reformist or revolutionary
character. Graeme Hugo (1982, p.
76) has thus pointed to the manner
by which circular migrants in
Indonesian society have functioned
to depress urban wage rates and to
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undercut attempts to set up labor
unions. Circulators also demand
less in the way of urban services,
thereby easing tax burdens on
members of the urban elite. In like
fashion, Ganapin (1983) sees
temporary migrants from upland
communities who work in the
lowlands during periods of peak
agricultural activity as functioning
to weaken the bargaining position
of the agricultural laborers already
residing in such areas.

High levels of occupational
multiplicity, whether measured at
the individual or household level,
also operate to dilute the clear-cut
distinctions between "capitalists"
and "proletarians" that Marxists see
as being needed for the formation
ofa' strong sense ofclass conscious
ness. Thus, some small farmers
(tenants or even owners) may hire
themselves out on a short-term
basis as agricultural laborers on
adjoining farms, just as a landless
agricultural worker or his wife may
function temporarily as petty
capitalists by means of small-scale
buy-and-sell activities. More
generally, Third World "peasants"
cannot be considered as consti
tuting a true social class since their
sources of income are so diverse.
As a result, class divisions are muted
and the probability that equity
seeking political movements will
succeed in ascending to power are'
reduced considerably (Kerkvliet,
1980).
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Issues for research and polley
formulation

The scant attention heretofore
paid to the issue of occupational
multiplicity is symptomatic of the
relatively undeveloped state of
theories and concepts pertaining to
the .Third World village economy.
More specifically, "the failure to
recognize the multiplicity of
occupations in peasant societies
may be a reflection of the Western
stereotype that each person
normally has one 'job' or means of
livelihood" (Nag, .White and Peet,
1980, p. 268). Further efforts to
overcome this limitation are sorely
needed, first by gathering data from
a wider variety of contexts about
this phenomenon and then by
developing a set of indigenous
conceptual tools which can best
codify and extend the· findings
entailed by such an analysis. :

The widespread prevalence of
multiple sustenance activities within
the IDC context may likewise call
into question many of the most
basic of our sociological concepts.
How, for example, is one to
measure a family's social class
position when the household head
is a tenant farmer, his wife a petty
trader, his daughter a governmental
clerk, and all of them engaged in
occasional sideline activities? And
why should we categorize as "rural"
a community in which villagers
increasingly take on nonfarm work
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roles, even to the point of moving
temporarily to the city? Clearly, a
more fluid conceptualization of
class and residence is called for in
these settings.

The distinction· between
involutionary and adaptive forms of
occupation multiplicity may also
contribute to the debate between
"differentiation" and "polarization"
m6.dels of rural class relations-,
(Vlassoff, 1988; Ecler, 1993). At
p re sen t, advocates of both
perspectives interpret the spread of
occupational multiplicity in favor of
their own models-the former
seeing it as .a basically functional
outgrowth of an expanding village
economy, the latter as symptomatic
of heightened exploitation and
deteriorating class relations.

Perhaps both viewpoints are
, correct, or at least partially so.
Involutionary trends clearly
bespeak a worsening situation in
the countryside, particularly for the

-Iand le ss groups. As such, they
support the hypothesis of class
polarization. In contrast. more
adaptive types of multiple job
holding can' be said to provide
evidence for the differentiation
model. What is therefore needed at
this point is an empirical analysis
in which this conceptual distinction
is, clearly made and accurately
measured, so as to determine which
of the two types is found most
frequently within specific
geographic and temporal settings.

At the rnic ro-Ieve l , too,
occupational multiplicity can
represent a variable which is well
deserving of further consideration.
In their qualitative analysis of
urban. middle-class kinship patterns
in the southern Philippines. for,
example. Yu and liu (1980, pp. 233
234) observe that upwardly mobile
couples who approximate the
adaptive or entrepreneurial type of
occupational multiplicity must do
so only at the cost of reducing their
traditional commitment to an
extended kin network. Oth e r
sociological factors and processes
which might well be related to the
phenomenon of m u l tip le job
hold.lug can also be cited. Stage's
in the family life cycle, patterns qf .
parent/child interaction, community
power, and job productivity
(includingthe conflicts of interest
which are likely to beset multiple
job holders) represent only a few
of these.

The relevance of this issue for
policy formulation represents a final
area in which further work is
needed. Some general issues which
might be raised herein include. Erst,
the means by which adaptive forms
ofoccupational multiplicity may be
encouraged instead of the wide
spread involutionary patterns now
prevailing. For example, it might
prove possible to schedule labor
intensive rural public works
projects during periods when the
demand for agricultural workers is
a minimum. Mechanisms for
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encouraging the growth of
nongovernmental organizations
which would attempt to take on
those services now offered
exclusively by multiple job
holders of the entrepreneurial
variety could also be of help in
reducing the apparently
exploitive n a tu.r e of these
activities. Money-lending. farm
machinery rentals. and land
acquisition patterns all exemplify
areas in which coops or NGOs
could serve in this capacity.

Finally. the utility ofpart-time
employment patterns as a
mechanism for extending govern
mental service to small and isolated

. rural communities might well be
explored. There might, for
example. be some LGU adminis
trators who would like to provide
a wider variety .of specialized health
services to their constituents but

who feel that local caseloads cannot
justify hiring a full-time specialist.
One possibility. therefore. might
be for two or three adjacent LGUs
to form a consortium for the
hiring of one or more. doctor
specialists, each of which would
approximate the "o ccup ation al
nomad" pattern by visiting the
Rural Health Unit of each LGU
according to some mutually
agreed-upon schedule.

Thil Itudy was 8upported by a Itudy

grant from the Population and

Development Planning and Relearch

Project (PDPRP) of the Region X Office

of the National Economic and

Development Authority, Republic of

the Philippinel. Origiilai fundi for the

PDPRP came from a larler grant to the

Philippine government from the

United Nationl Fund for Population

Activitie8.
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Notes

lAproblematic issue confronted
by all occupational nomads is the
manner in which increased
population pressure, or competition
from other persons seeking to
explo it the same se de s 0 f
environmental niches. may force
members of this group to accelerate
their cyclical movements. This can
lead not only to diminished living
standards among group members
but also to permanently damaging
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the environmental niche. due to
overexploitation. Shortened fallow
periods in agriculturally exploited
upland areas of the Philippines
have thus been linked to increased
soil erosion and depleted soil
fertility (e.g. Porter, 1988. pp. 28
29).

2These included the following:
wage activities. professional
activities. business activities. rice
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farming (pre-harvest work), rice
farming (harvesting and postharvest
work), coconut production, sugar
cane production, vegetable produc
tion, home gardening, livestock/
poultry work, home production of
goods and services (e.g. handi
crafts), marketing of farm produce
or home-produce goods and
services, fishing, repairs/
construction activities, travel to and
from work, hunting and gathering
of wild plants, other economic
activities, cooking/preparing food,
breast-feeding, bottle-feeding,
childcare activities, playing with
children, reading/telling stories to
children, marketing, fetching wood
or water, household chores (e.g.
washing clothes), and attending
school;1ecture s.

3The contrast between "involu
tionary" and "adaptive" or "entre
preneurial" types of occupational
multiplicity is in many ways parallel
to the distinction made in migration
studies between the mobility
patterns found among lower status
(landless, poorly educated) and
middle- or higher-status villagers.
Members of the former category
respond more to push factors, are
more prone to engage in rural-rural
movements and generally make
only miniscule economic gains as
result of their move. In contrast,
wealthier migrants (e.g. the better
educated children of businessmen
or large farmers) generally
experience the opposite type of
mobility patterns. For a migration

review which accords considerable
emphasis to this distid,ction, cf.
Conne l, Dasgup ta, Laishle y and
lipton, 1976, Chapter 1.

"This, however,· may change
over time, as shown by Fujisaka's
(1986, p. 28) comment that"settlers
(in upland communities of the
Philippines) initially obtained cash
incomes from carabao logging,
charcoal making, carp en t~'Y, and
remittances from communities of
origin. As they became established,
and as forest resources are
depleted, cash incomes come, from
the sales of farm produce and
remittances from family members
earning off-farm wages."

5A!, was the case with several
observers cited earlier, Benjamin
White (1979, p. 100) emphasizesithe
way in which o ccu p a tio n al
multiplicity will vary from one
social strata to another. "Several
studies,"he argues, 'have found that
both landless, near-landless, small

. \

farm and large farm households
obtain significant proportions of
their income from non-agricultural
activitie s, but it must be
remembered that they do so fot
different reasons: the landless and
small farm households, as
'agricultural de ficit' hou sehold s,
mus t sup p le me n t agricultu ra l
incomes with relatively open-access
occupations requiring little or no
capital and offering very low
returns ....On the other hand, the
large farm and landowning
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households, as 'agricultural surplus'
households, are able to invest this
surplus in relatively high capital,
high return activities from which the
capital-starved, low income groups
are excluded ...;"

6James Anderson (1969, p. 646)
has suggested the importance of
this factor for the case of small-

scale (urban-based) traders. As he
notes, "multiple occupations,
which frequendy include trading
activities and small-scale
enterprises ... reflect the value of
spreading risks not only to
increase chances of success but
to assure against complete
economic failure."

•
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